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Lawsuit: Bank targeted day laborers
WELLS FARGO » Petaluma
workers reportedly used dubious
tactic to open more accounts
By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

When business was slow at its branch
in Petaluma, a former Wells Fargo employee said his manager had an unusual
solution to meet the bank’s aggressive
sales targets.
Latino employees were instructed to
round up undocumented immigrants

who congregated outside a nearby 7-Eleven store, drive them back to the bank and
sign them up for checking and savings
accounts, according to a sworn statement
by Denny Russo, a former teller at the
Wells Fargo branch in Petaluma.
“My colleagues constantly went to and
from this location to try to meet their
sales goals,” Russo said.
The allegations are contained in a lawsuit filed by Wells Fargo shareholders
against the San Francisco bank, which
has been rocked by revelations that employees at branches across the United
States signed up customers for millions

of accounts they never asked for.
The scandal led to the departure of
CEO John Stumpf last fall, the firing of
thousands of employees and $185 million in fines from regulators. It has also
prompted several class-action lawsuits
seeking to return millions in executive
bonuses.
Bank spokesman Ruben Pulido said
the practices described at the Petaluma
branch are “offensive, inconsistent with
our policies, values, and the relationships we work hard to build with everyone in our community.”
“Make no mistake, those activities

have always been against our policies
and values,” Pulido said in a statement.
“We are confident that our practices and
controls to guard against such abuses are
stronger than ever. Simply put, activities
like those described in the allegations
will not be tolerated.”
Shareholder attorneys accuse the
bank’s governing board of turning a
blind eye to unethical dealings they say
raise questions about how the entire industry is run.
“Frankly, this is a shocking case,” said
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CYBERATTACK

Malware
fallout
hits 100
nations
‘Ransomware’ assault
affects British National
Health Service hardest
By ELIZABETH DWOSKIN
AND KARLA ADAM
WASHINGTON POST
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SEEKING OPPORTUNITIES: Job seekers speak to potential employers at the Sonoma Media Investments job fair on May 4 at the Graton Resort & Casino in Rohnert
Park. A low jobless rate, a tight housing market and steady growth among Sonoma County’s hospitality businesses is making it harder for employers to fill positions.

Hospitality, construction, education sectors try to attract, keep employees
By ROBERT DIGITALE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

he advent of wildflowers and warm
weather typically heralds the coming of summer. But for hotel manager Percy Brandon, it signals that he’s
about to lose workers.
“Landscapers and dishwashers are the
first ones to leave,” said Brandon, general
manager of the Vintners Inn north of
Santa Rosa.
They depart for seasonal jobs that pay
more money, often with wineries and
vineyard management companies. This
year, however, it is particularly difficult to
replace them.
A low jobless rate, a tight housing market and steady growth among the county’s
hospitality businesses is making it harder
than ever for Brandon to find cooks and
other workers for the inn and its three
kitchens, including its highly regarded
John Ash & Co. restaurant.
“It’s the worst it’s ever been,” said Brandon, who has worked here 17 years.
The hospitality sector isn’t the only one
dealing with a shortage of help. From
construction to health care, from food
manufacturers to wineries, Sonoma County employers say finding available workers
has become a major headache.
The shortages affect low-paying jobs
such as dishwashers, who average less than

Officials in nearly 100 countries raced Saturday to contain
one of the biggest cybersecurity attacks in recent history,
as British doctors were forced
to cancel operations, Chinese
students were blocked from accessing their graduation theses,
and passengers at train stations
in Germany were greeted by
hacked arrival and departure
screens.
Companies and organizations
around the world potentially
faced substantial costs after
hackers threatened to keep computers disabled unless victims
paid $300 or more in ransom, the
latest and most brazen in a type
of cyberattack known as “ransomware.”
The malware hit Britain’s
beloved but creaky National
Health Service particularly
hard, causing widespread disruptions and interrupting medical procedures across hospitals
in England and Scotland. The
government said that 48 of the
NHS’s 248 organizations were
affected, but by Saturday evening all but six were back to
normal.
When asked if the British
government paid any ransom in
this situation, a Downing Street
spokesman said Saturday that it
had not. Amber Rudd, Britain’s
home secretary, also advised
against others paying ransom.
In Germany, people postTURN TO MALWARE » PAGE A2
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: Healdsburg High School student Bailey Esposti, right, talks with Guy Peatow and Jose
Molina of Jackson Family Wines during a Career Technical Education Foundation event April 27 in Santa Rosa.
$23,000 a year, and higher-paying positions
such as nurses, who average nearly $102,000.
In between are cooks and teachers, carpenters and food production line operators.
Business leaders are calling for action
to address what they say could one day
become an even bigger problem. Some

point to the expected exodus of aging baby
boomers from the job market. Others
say businesses need to sponsor greater
outreach and career training opportunities because today’s public school students
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